A A PPENDIX
A.1 Architectures
All our VGG19.i networks produce outputs with more consistent blending of real and virtual compared to the raw rendering output of the
dental AR application. The most important properties like color and noise are transferred even with the shallowest architecture VGG19.1.
Higher-level properties like blur are transferred well in the deeper architectures, however, the deeper decoders cannot reconstruct the content
properly. The VGG19.4 network is too deep and the reconstructed output image is generally too blurry, the quality of the face background gets
degraded. In all cases, the virtual content matches the real content well thanks to the complete re-construction of the image by the autoencoders.
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(c) Original 32nd frame

(d) Original 41st frame

(e) Rendered 1st frame

(f) Rendered 12th frame

(g) Rendered 32nd frame

(h) Rendered 41st frame

(i) VGG19.1 1st frame

(j) VGG19.1 12th frame

(k) VGG19.1 32nd frame

(l) VGG19.1 41st frame

(m) VGG19.2 1st frame

(n) VGG19.2 12th frame

(o) VGG19.2 32nd frame

(p) VGG19.2 41st frame

(q) VGG19.4 1st frame

(r) VGG19.4 12th frame

(s) VGG19.4 32nd frame

(t) VGG19.4 41st frame

Figure 1: a)-d) frames from the original video. e)-h) rendered frames.
i)-l) VGG19.1 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
m)-p) VGG19.2 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
q)-t) VGG19.4 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.

(a) Original 1st frame

(b) Original 14th frame

(c) Original 24th frame

(d) Original 36th frame

(e) Rendered 1st frame

(f) Rendered 14th frame

(g) Rendered 24th frame

(h) Rendered 36th frame

(i) VGG19.1 1st frame

(j) VGG19.1 14th frame

(k) VGG19.1 24th frame

(l) VGG19.1 36th frame

(m) VGG19.2 1st frame

(n) VGG19.2 14th frame

(o) VGG19.2 24th frame

(p) VGG19.2 36th frame

(q) VGG19.4 1st frame

(r) VGG19.4 14th frame

(s) VGG19.4 24th frame

(t) VGG19.4 36th frame

Figure 2: a)-d) frames from the original video. e)-h) rendered frames.
i)-l) VGG19.1 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
m)-p) VGG19.2 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
q)-t) VGG19.4 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.

(a) Original 1st frame

(b) Original 6th frame

(c) Original 11th frame

(d) Original 20th frame

(e) Rendered 1st frame

(f) Rendered 6th frame

(g) Rendered 11th frame

(h) Rendered 20th frame

(i) VGG19.1 1st frame

(j) VGG19.1 6th frame

(k) VGG19.1 11th frame

(l) VGG19.1 20th frame

(m) VGG19.2 1st frame

(n) VGG19.2 6th frame

(o) VGG19.2 11th frame

(p) VGG19.2 20th frame

(q) VGG19.4 1st frame

(r) VGG19.4 6th frame

(s) VGG19.4 11th frame

(t) VGG19.4 20th frame

Figure 3: a)-d) frames from the original video. e)-h) rendered frames.
i)-l) VGG19.1 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
m)-p) VGG19.2 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
q)-t) VGG19.4 stylized frames using the second row as content images and the first row as style images, respectively.
All our post-processed images look more consistent in terms of matching between the real background and the virtual overlay. Notice how the
amount of blur is also captured and transferred in the VGG19.4 network. The darkening of the teeth over time is an unwanted side-effect and is
explained later in the appendix but also shown here for illustration purposes.

A.2 Unsuccessful architectures
We compare here the output of various architectures. Note that VGG19.2 is the architecture actually used in the paper, the others are listed here
for comparison. In particular, the architectures based on MobileNet and MobileNetV2 produce underwhelming results. In our experiments,
MobileNets performed well when used as autoencoders to re-generate images, however, when we tried to transfer MobileNet feature statistics
with WCT, the results were of rather low quality. While they are agreeably very fast, our results suggest that the features constructed through
the MobileNets are not suitable for style transfer because they fail to correctly reproduce the content in the decoder.
AdaIN fails to transfer the style properly and produces wavy artifacts. Even worse, the artifacts are different at every frame and lead to
severe flickering in the videos.

(a) original

(b) rendered

(c) VGG19.2+WCT (proposed)

(d) AdaIN

(e) VGG19.4+WCT

(f) VGG19.4+WCT+chained

(g) MobileNetV2.1+WCT

(h) MobileNetV2.2+WCT

(i) MobileNetV2.3+WCT

Figure 4: Outputs of various architectures – Person1. The first row a)-c) shows the original image, the rendered output, and our post-processed
output. The second and third rows d)-i) show negative examples.
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Figure 5: Outputs of various architectures – Person3. The first row a)-c) shows the original image, the rendered output, and our post-processed
output. The second and third rows d)-i) show negative examples.

A.3

Comparison with other methods

(a) original
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(c) VGG19.2+WCT (proposed)

Figure 6: Inputs and our output

(a) HM-RGB

(b) HM-LAB

(c) LCT-PCA

(d) LCT-MK

Figure 7: Traditional color transfer methods

(a) AdaIN

(b) WCT first stage

Figure 8: Traditional style transfer methods

(c) WCT chain
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(c) VGG19.2+WCT (proposed)

Figure 9: Inputs and our output
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Figure 10: Traditional color transfer methods

(a) AdaIN
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Figure 11: Traditional style transfer methods
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Figure 12: Inputs and our output
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Figure 13: Traditional color transfer methods

(a) AdaIN

(b) WCT first stage

Figure 14: Traditional style transfer methods

(c) WCT chain

A.4 Whitening-Coloring Transform
The whitening-coloring transform (WCT) was introduced by Li et al. in their paper “Universal style transfer via feature transforms” at NIPS
2017. Statistical whitening means transforming a data set or feature set so that it has an identity covariance matrix. If the feature set has an
identity covariance matrix then each feature (random variable) is statistically independent from any other feature over the dimensions of the
data, and the variance across each dimension is equal to 1 (i.e., the features can be thought to be equally important as they do not pull the data
set in any specific direction). This transformation is similar to a feature normalization step, and once the features are normalized, the coloring
transform is applied to convert the data to have a different set of target statistics.
Assuming we have the data matrix X with K dimensions and n observations (X ∈ RK×n ) where each row has been centered by subtracting
its mean. The goal is to transform X via a transformation matrix W such that Y = W X, where Cov(Y ) = YY T = I and I denotes the identity
matrix.
YY T = I ⇐⇒ W XX T W T = I ⇐⇒ W ΣW T = I
where Σ = Cov(X) = XX T . Right-multiplying by W we get
W ΣW T W = W ⇐⇒ ΣW T W = I ⇐⇒ W T W = Σ−1
There are infinitely many choices of W that can satisfy this last expression. For example W = QΣ−1/2 , where Q is an orthogonal matrix, i.e.
To verify,

QT Q = I.

W T W = (QΣ−1/2 )T QΣ−1/2 = (Σ−1/2 )T QT QΣ−1/2 = Σ−1
In the next step, we can decompose Σ into its eigenvalues matrix Λ and its eigenvectors matrix U.
Σ = UΛU T ⇐⇒ Σ−1/2 = UΛ−1/2U T −→ W = QUΛ−1/2U T
We can now write this in place of W in the transformation equation Y = W X. We obtain Y = QUΛ−1/2U T X
Geometrically, the process can be interpreted as such: center the data, rotate by U T , scale by Λ−1/2 and rotate by QU. There there are also
infinitely many (orthogonal) options for Q, so we are allowed to set it to identity. Setting Q = I it follows that W = UΛ−1/2U T , which is the
whitening transformation used by the WCT paper.
−1/2
Concretely, the method takes the feature encoding of the content image XC and transforms it to YC = UC ΛC UCT Xc , where ΛC is the matrix
T
of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix XC XC and UC the respective matrix of eigenvectors.
At the next step, the authors use the coloring transformation which is a constraint such that the final covariance is the same as the
T = X X T , with X being the feature encoding of the style image and Y
style covariance: YCSYCS
S S
S
CS the resulting encoding at the end of the
transformation process. This ensures that the final feature maps have the same correlations as the style image features.
1/2
YCS = US ΛS UST YC satisfies the constraint above, where ΛS is the matrix of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix XS XST and US the respective
matrix of eigenvectors.
1/2
1/2
T
= US ΛS UST YCYCT US ΛS UST = US ΛSUST = XS XST
YCSYCS
The last step is to re-center YCS := YCS + µS completing the full WCT transform.

(a) reconstruction

(b) single-level stylization

(c) multi-level stylization

Figure 15: The WCT style transfer architecture, illustration adapted from Li et al. The letters I, O, C, S denote input, output, content, style,
respectively. (a) simple autoencoder. (b) autoencoder with WCT block at the bottleneck. (c) chained autoencoders. VGG X denote the VGG
network truncated at their ReLU X 1 layer, i.e., the chain starts with the deepest VGG 5 and ends with the shallow VGG 1. The Decorder X
is the pre-trained counterpart of each VGG X.

A.5

Varying feedback weights

In this example, we compare the effect of varying αS and αF in our temporal feedback branches. Setting αF too high results in ghosting
because the output in fact becomes the blend of two or more frames. Setting αS too high results in contrast loss as the style in fact converges to
a combination of multiple frames. Note that a frame has influence across many subsequent frames through the feedback loops.
We can look at AdaIN examples first. We see in /person12/video fps-15 arch-adain mode-2 alphaS-10 alphaF-10.mov
that the AdaIN output is highly flickering. Video /person12/video fps-15 arch-adain mode-2 alphaS-08 alphaF-09.mov
illustrates how our temporal feedback is able to some extent smooth the video.
As an extreme case, we also added
/person12/video fps-15 arch-adain mode-2 alphaS-05 alphaF-05.mov to illustrate what happens if the feedback weights are too
high. The AdaIN method with strong feedback weights results in a ghosting effect.

(a) AdaIN, αS = 0.0, αF = 0.0

(b) AdaIN, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

(c) AdaIN, αS = 0.5, αF = 0.5

Next, we can look at WCT examples. The video /person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-1 alphaS-10 alphaF-10.mov
is the output of VGG19.1 without feedback, and /person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-2 alphaS-10 alphaF-10.mov
is the output of VGG19.2 without feedback.
We see that with these shallow architectures, the output even without
temporal stabilization is acceptable and we can spare the extra computations involved in the feedback encoder.
We
still include the output /person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-2 alphaS-08 alphaF-09.mov with normal feedback and /person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-2 alphaS-05 alphaF-05.mov with extreme feedback for comparison.
In case of deeper architectures like VGG19.4, our feedback smooths the flickering artifacts to some extent.

(a) WCT1, αS = 0.0, αF = 0.0

(b) WCT2, αS = 0.0, αF = 0.0

(c) WCT4, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

(d) WCT4, αS = 0.5, αF = 0.5

Compare videos /person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-4 alphaS-10 alphaF-10.mov which has no feedback and
/person12/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-4 alphaS-08 alphaF-09.mov which has feedback with αS = 0.2 and αF = 0.1. While there
is still some local flickering remaining, our feedback reduces the global flickering.
Some more examples with varying αS and αF values can be found in the person15 folder.
For example, the video
/person15/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-4 alphaS-10 alphaF-10.mov is the output of VGG19.4 without temporal feedback, and
/person15/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-4 alphaS-08 alphaF-09.mov VGG19.4 with temporal feedback αS = 0.2 and αF = 0.1.

(a) WCT1, αS = 0.0, αF = 0.0

(b) WCT2, αS = 0.0, αF = 0.0

(c) WCT4, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

A.6 Temporal consistency videos
Unfortunately, it is difficult to showcase image examples of these methods as the subtle differences can only be seen in videos. Therefore we
ask the reader to refer to the processed video files in the supplement for a closer inspection. It is easier to notice the differences when the videos
are side by side. On MacOS, the QuickTime player can synchronously play multiple opened video files when pressing Command+Return. On
Windows, we recommend using VLC Player with the “Jump to time” plugin.
All videos were created as follows:
• We split the original video into single frames with OpenCV
• We processed all frames one by one, with or without feedback of history frames
• We created videos from individual output frames using ffmpeg with mjpeg codec (no temporal compression) with frame rate 15 (roughly
half speed for easier inspection).
• The file video fps-15 original mouth.mov in each folder is the original input
• The file video fps-15 rendered mouth.mov is the default output of the AR renderer, a virtual denture overlaid on the video with
default rendering settings.
• Beware that the notation in output video file names is 1 − αS and 1 − αF .

A.7 Defocus blur and masking
In this example, we would like to highlight a particularly difficult case for coherent rendering, where the amount of defocus blur is continuously
changing in original video. This is very difficult to measure and reproduce in real time. However, it is well captured and transferred by the deep
VGG19.4 network, as we can see in person16/video fps-15 arch-wct mode-4 alphaS-08 alphaF-09.mov.

(a) original

(b) WCT1, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

(c) WCT2, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

(d) WCT4, αS = 0.2, αF = 0.1

A second interesting observation we can make here is that towards the end of the videos of Person16, the teeth become too dark. This is
because the video is not cropped to only around the mouth region, and when the dark background becomes visible, the dark color also gets
transferred and applied on the whole image. We could overcome this by cropping closer to the mouth or applying a masks for processing, as
also mentioned in the discussion section of the paper. We kept this video as is for illustration purposes.

